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This is our first installment in our Successful Music Teacher Series, designed to provide you with tips and 

ideas to help you to be successful in teaching music to kids.  This is an exclusive production of Nottelmann 

Music, a full-service School Music company located in St. Louis. 

In this Part 1 of our 5-part Successful Music Teacher Series, this topic - Your Relationship with students –

having solid, positive relationships with students, obviously has to be an important key to success. In this 

podcast, I’m going to take you through issues that all music educators may face at one time or another, and 

offer you some solutions. I’m going to come at this from a couple of unusual angles, so let’s get right into 

it. 

Here’s a story, a true story that happened to me in my first few years of teaching.  At that time I had a jazz 

band that went to a few competitions in the second semester.  A few days before one of those contests, I 

had a student ring my doorbell at home.   I went to the door and invited him in.  He was visibly upset, so 

naturally I asked what was going on.  He said, “Mr. Benton, I have something to tell you.  I just found out 

that my grandmother passed away, and her funeral is scheduled for the day of our jazz contest this 

weekend.” 

What do you say?  Well, I think your answer to that will reveal something very important about your 

relationship with your students.   I believe it will reveal your overall philosophy of your music program.  So 

let’s examine three possible answers to the question “what do you say?” 

First possible response - “Are you kidding me?  After all the hard work I’ve done getting you all prepared 

for this contest, and you’re NOT going to be there?  You’re featured on a lot of the music.  So what do we 

do now? 

What do think about THAT response?  Does that ever happen?  Can you imagine saying that yourself? 

The DIRECTOR CENTERED PROGRAM - just like the title, the director is the center of the program. 

How could you do this to ME?  Let this sink in a bit, because this type of a teacher’s paradigm is more 

typical than you might imagine.  The DIRECTOR is the center of the program. The ensemble’s success is 

HIS/HER success.    Those trophies in the display case are HIS/HER trophies.  A typical comment I’ve 

heard from such music directors who are heavily involved in competitions is “I think I can take first place 

in that contest this year!” 

If that’s YOUR philosophy, what kind of relationship would you have with your students?  What kind of 

group morale would there be?  What kind of atmosphere would there be in rehearsals? Does DIRECTOR 

CENTERED describe the kind of program YOU would like to direct? 

Second possible response - “WOW!  That’s tough. After all the hard work WE’VE put in for this contest, 

can’t we work out something so you can still be there?  You’re featured on a lot of the music.” 



Program type #2 – The PROGRAM CENTERED Program.  PROGRAM CENTERED is kind of a 

sneaky philosophy.  At first glance, it comes off as noble, healthy, the way to go.  It’s all about the good of 

the PROGRAM.  Actually, it’s very similar to the response from the DIRECTOR CENTERED teacher, just 

substituting all of those “ME” pronouns with “US” pronouns. Program centered is sneaky, insidious, 

deceptively noble, it’s all about the good of the group.   Now the program centered director might not be 

quite as harsh as to say words like “are you kidding me,” but the effect is still the same.  It’s all about the 

PROGRAM.  EVERYONE is expected to take a back seat to the program – the director, the students, the 

parents, the administration. 

So if that’s YOUR philosophy, what kind of relationship would you have with your students?  What kind 

of group morale would there be?  What kind of atmosphere would there be in rehearsals? What do you think 

students will perceive as more important to the program centered director – the program, or the 

student?  Does PROGRAM CENTERED describe the kind of program YOU would like to direct? 

The 3rd type of response, to the issue of the student having to miss the contest for his grandmother’s 

funeral - “Oh, I’m so sorry to hear that.  You and your family must be going through a terrible time right 

now.  Don’t worry about the jazz festival.  We’ve got a couple of days to figure out how to replace your 

part in the music.  You go be with your family – they need you right now.” 

So the third type of program – the STUDENT CENTERED program.  Here, in every decision director 

makes, he first askes the question, “What’s best for the students?”  Be careful – this philosophy can be 

difficult at times.  By it’s very definition, there will be times that the DIRECTOR will have to sacrifice, or 

the PROGRAM will have to sacrifice, move into the background, to have the STUDENT to take 

priority.  There can be some SHORT-TERM setbacks for the prestige of the director or the program, but in 

the LONG-TERM, the director and the program will be healthier, because the students will find themselves 

believing that you truly care for them.   They will see it day in and day out.  There’s a old saying that fits 

perfectly here – “they won’t care what you know until they know that you care.”  In the student centered 

program, students learn to trust the director and listen to what he has to say.  Long-term, the success of the 

director and the program is benefited. 

Another area of importance to the Successful Music teacher regarding student relationships is 

COMMUNICATION. 

I believe that the very nature what the ensemble director does presents real challenges in effectively 

communicating with students.   When you meet with your full band, choir, orchestra, jazz band, marching 

band, naturally most of your communication is with large numbers of students at once, communication 

directed toward the ensemble.  At times, communication is with a section of the ensemble, addressing the 

trumpets, the cellos, or the altos, but it’s still with groups of students. This communication extends from 

the beginning to the end of the rehearsal, and then the kids are gone.  If the director isn’t proactive, I have 

found there are many issues that can come up.  For the sake of time, here are three: 

ISSUE #1 – “He’s really talking to ME.”  Here’s an example. Let’s say there’s a real blend problem in a 

section and you point out that someone not controlling their sound and its sticking out.  The more sensitive 

students are going to think that you are talking to them.  Maybe your glance happened to be their way, (I’ve 

had students tell me “Mr. Benton, you were looking right at me!)”, maybe they’re self-conscious about their 

sound.  In any case, the student gets the wrong message from you, possibly damaging your relationship. 

ISSUE #2 – “The shy student.” – In every program I’ve ever directed, there were always certain students 

who would come up and talk to me regularly after class.  But there are even more that, by their very nature, 

would never do that.  This creates a divide among your students, those you get to know, and the ones you 

hardly know.  Not only can this be a detriment to developing a relationship with all the students, but it can 

also create a false impression with the ensemble that the teacher has favorites, those gregarious students 

who always seem to be hanging around the teacher. 



ISSUE #3 – “Addressing the individual in rehearsal.” – Ever hear the old axiom “Praise in public, correct 

in private?”  So true, yet so difficult to do.  Correcting a student in public, even though it seems necessary 

or unavoidable, can cause lasting damage.  Praising in public can help build solid relationships. 

Solutions to “He’s Talking to Me” – Just be aware of this in how you make comments to the 

ensemble.  For example, if it’s an individual sound issue, ask if anyone hears the problem.   Resist the 

temptation to mention specific individual issues, addressing it as a group issue.  You can also “go down the 

line”, having individuals perform the spot, but be aware that this can be risky, especially with students not 

used to playing in front the group. 

Solutions to “The Shy Student” – This requires conscious, pro-active measures that are sure to pay off.  Go 

out of your way to say hello or briefly chat with students you don’t normally talk to.  Look for praise 

opportunities for achievements in and out of rehearsal.  “I noticed you got those new reeds.”  “I heard you 

warming up and your sound is really improving.”  “I noticed you made the honor roll, way to go!”  At the 

risk of laying on an additional task with time-deprived music educators, one sure way would be to go down 

your roster and cite students who could use a word from you. Now, we’ll go into this in a later segment, but 

doing regular live or recorded playing or singing tests provide REAL opportunities for praise. 

Solutions to “addressing the individual in rehearsal” – The solution is easy to say, sometimes difficult 

to do – every time you’re tempted, let that voice inside your head send you that reminder – “Praise in public, 

correct in private.”  THAT will pay big dividends! 

BALANCE - Like so many things in life, your successful relationship with your students is all about 

balance. 

Here’s an example - Regarding the center of your program, balance between  Program Center and Student 

Center is key.  Going back to that important question you ask when making decisions – is the for the benefit 

of the director, the program, or the student – there will be some gray area issues at times.  For example, is 

this consequence for behavior too harsh or too lenient.  That’s why you get paid the big bucks, to make 

those determinations! 

Another example of balance – where is the line between being interested in the well-being of students and 

becoming their buddy?  Because you as a music educator probably spend so much time with students 

outside of class, more-so than academic teachers, there are more opportunities to be their buddy.  Again, 

this is another area where you earn those big bucks because of your capability to make professional 

decisions and maintain that balance. 

Here’s the good news.  Just the fact that you listened to this podcast (or read this transcript) shows you’re 

looking for ways to improve your teaching, specifically through solid, healthy student relationships.  It’s 

my hope that I’ve covered something to help you be more successful. 

I highly encourage you to check out the other posts, Parts 2,3,4, and 5 in our Successful Music Teachers 

Series.  Check out the post links to other related topics, and THE NOTTELMANN BLOG itself.  Articles, 

videos, and podcasts just for you, the music educator.  Searchable by your teaching area, teaching grade 

level, by categories, topics and keywords.  You can also reach out to me with your feedback, which is 

always welcome.  You can do all of those things through the links found on this post – Part 1, YOUR 

RELATIONSHIP WITH STUDENTS. 

 

 


